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%hide
from numpy import array,maximum
import scipy,scipy.ndimage,scipy.ndimage.morphology,scipy.ndimage.measurements
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('agg',warn=0)
from pylab import imread,imshow,savefig,ones,gray,amax,amin 

       

OK, from the image, we can see that noise is generally fairly small... a few pixels wide or high.

Before proceeding, let's invert the image so that "foreground pixels" (the pixels we're interested in) have a value of 1, and background pixels have a value of 0.

noisy = array(imread(DATA+'noisy.png')[:,:,0])
imshow(noisy); gray(); savefig("step1.png") 

       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb39758c>

OK, from the image, we can see that noise is generally fairly small... a few pixels wide or high.

Let's try a simple morphological operation; since the foreground is white and the noise is black, we end up using binary_closing here.

[amin(noisy),amax(noisy)] 

       [0.0, 1.0]

noisy = array(1.0 - array(noisy),dtype=float) 

       

imshow(noisy); savefig("noisy1.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xad9bf4c>

cleaned = scipy.ndimage.binary_opening(noisy,ones((3,3)))
imshow(cleaned); savefig("cleaned.png") 

       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb42e7cc>

The noise is gone, but the text has been badly damaged in the process.  In essence, the above morphological said that a pixel only is kept if it is surrounded on all sides by
enough black pixels.  Let's try something simpler:

 



cleaned2 = scipy.ndimage.binary_opening(noisy,ones((1,5)))
imshow(cleaned2); savefig("cleaned2.png") 

       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb43c82c>

This has also gotten rid of a lot of noise, but it has still damaged the text.  However, the damage is now limited to vertical lines.  Let's combine this with something in the other
direction.

cleaned3 = 
maximum(scipy.ndimage.binary_opening(noisy,ones((1,5))),scipy.ndimage.binary_opening(noisy,ones((5,1))))

imshow(cleaned3); savefig("cleaned3.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb43c30c>

labels,nlabels = scipy.ndimage.measurements.label(noisy)
imshow(labels); savefig("labels.png") 

       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb43ce0c>

components = scipy.ndimage.measurements.find_objects(labels)
components[0] 

       (slice(0, 1, None), slice(9, 11, None))

OK, so we're getting back a list of slices that contain each object.  This first element means, for example, that components[0] is in the rectangle [0, ] 9, 1].  For each1 × [ 1



OK, so we're getting back a list of slices that contain each object.  This first element means, for example, that components[0] is in the rectangle [0, ] 9, 1].  For each
slice object, we can get the start and stop values by object.start and object.stop.

Conveniently, we can also subscript with these:

labels[components[0]] 

       array([[1, 1]])

So, let's get rid of all components whose width and height is smaller than some threshold.

max_w = 7
max_h = 7

cleanup = noisy.copy()

for c in components:
    if c[0].stop-c[0].start<max_w and c[1].stop-c[1].start<max_h:
        cleanup[c] = 0

imshow(cleanup); savefig("cleanup.png") 

       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb441f4c>

OK, this is pretty nice; none of the character shapes have gotten damaged, but some dots on "i" have disappeared--they really are indistinguishable from noise and can only
be preserved by context.  In addition, some noise has gotten "stuck to" characters, but, again, that kind of noise is hard to remove without actually knowing the character
shapes.

There is actually one more thing we should do: as written, the code cleans out the bounding box for each components instead of removing just the component itself.   We can
fix that as follows:

cleanup = noisy.copy()

count = 1
for c in components:
    if c[0].stop-c[0].start<max_w and c[1].stop-c[1].start<max_h:
        cleanup[c][labels[c]==count] = 0
    count += 1

imshow(cleanup); savefig("cleanup.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb441dac>

1 × [ 1



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xb441dac>

 

       

 

       

 
                 


